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Introduction 
It is very well-known [2] that vector bundles over the projective line, P’, are 
direct sums of line bundles in an essentially unique way. We denote the unique line 
bundle of degree n on P’ by O(n), as usual. In this way, problems about vector 
bundles over P’ are reduced to combinatorial problems about the sequences of 
integers occuring as the degrees of their line bundle summands. 
In an investigation of vector bundles over ruled surfaces [3], the question of 
subbundles of bundles over P’ having a prescribed quotient arose. We give a 
sufficient condition in combinatorial terms for this to happen, and investigate the 
problem of when one vector bundle is a subbundle of another (over P’). Section 1 
gives necessary conditions for a subbundle, and Section 2 gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions as well as a discussion of the case in which the quotient is 
prescribed. We give examples which rule out “obvious” improvement,s of our 
results. 
1. Necessary conditions 
We begin with a very elementary necessary condition in order that uI=, O(b) be 
a subbundle of uy=, O(ai). 
Proposit,. ‘. 1f III-1 6’(bi) is a subbundle of ul= 1 O(ai), then there exist integers 
1 G j, < jz -C l l l c j, s n such that bi s aji. Indeed, we may take j, = 1. 
Proof. We will prove 6, G a, by induction on r. If r = 1, the injection 
O(b,)c* LIL O’(Ui) combined with the projection prj: LL O’(aJ+ O’(aj) is a 
non-zero map for some j. Hence, 6, G aj s al for this j. For the induction step, let 
II;=, O’(a)- LIl=, 6(ai). Then the composition 
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shows’ that bi 6 ai for i = 1,. . ., t - 1. Were b, > a,, then the map 6(bj)+ 6(ak) 
obtained from inclusionand projection would be zero for j G r and k 3 I: Hence, 
the map &I 0(b)- rr:,, o( Qi would factor through I$:: 0(a,), an impossibility ) 
by considerations of rank, Q.E.D. 
We pass to a much less obvious necessary condition. If V is the vector bundle 
urS, cP(ai) with the ~1~‘s in descending order, we let HNP( V) be the (convex) 
polygon whose vertices are (O,O), (1, al), (2, nl + a*), (3, al + a2 + aa), . . .r (n, cyml ai). 
We call HNP( V) the Harder-Narasimhan Polygon of V, [cf. 41. Of course, convex 
polygons have a naturaei partial ordering which we denote by 9 (as in 
HNP( W) a HNP( V)). 
Proposition 2. Xf LIi=, C&) is Q subbundle of LIy=, 0(ai) = V, then there exist 
integers PI,. . ., @,,-, such that 
(1) 2 bi + E & = 2 ai 
i=l j-1 i=l 
and 
(2) If W denotes UT=, 6(bi) @ LIi”=;’ a(&) with the p 'S and b 'S arranged together in 
natural descending order, then 
HNP( u/b HNP( V;. . 
Proof. Let Q = hi”=;‘O(P,) be the quotient bundle of V by LIT=, 6(bi). Equation 
(I) follows by the additivity of Chern classes in exact sequences. To prove equation 
(2), let cpo denote the matrix of the injection & d(bi)+ V and consider the 
scheme Y = Spec k [t] k XP’. We form the exact sequence ’ 
in which 9 = coker 9, q is given by the matrix 
QO ( > 
nxr 
. . . . . 9 
tl rXr 
and Vy r II:=, 0y (ai). 
At every point of Y, the rank of Q is r ; consequently, 9 is a vector bundle on Y. 
When t = 0, the fibre of JF is clearly W. 
Assume tf 0. Then the diagram 




I 8 -1 = -90 9 
i t ) 
clearly yields the dotted arrow 6 (as @q = 0) Now 8 is surjective, and at any point, 
‘y, where t # 0, we find that ker r(l = Im cp# Hence, 8 is an isomorphism if t# 0, and 
all fibres SY (tf 0 at y) are thereby isomorphic to V. By the upper semi-continuity 
of HNP’s in algebraic families of vector bundles [4, Theorem 33, we deduce 
HNP( W) = HNP(&,) 2 HNP(S$+o) = HNP( V). Q.E.D. 
Remark. When n = 2, Propositions 1 and 2 lead to necessary and sufficient 
conditions that d(b) be a subbundle of 0(a,)@6(az). For by Proposition 1, b s al. 
IIowever, were aI > b > a2, no @ as demanded by Proposition 2 could exist; 
therefore, we deduce that either b = al or b 6 oz. These conditions turn out to be 
suficient (Proposition 3). On the other hand, the conditions of Propositions 1and 2 
are not in general sufficient as the following example shows: 
Example. We take 
and 
V = o(5)@ o(4)@ o(2)@ 0e 6( - l), 
w = O(3)@ 6(3)@ O(1). 
Let fit = 7, p2 = - 4, then all the conditions of Propositions 1and 2 hold, yet W can 
never be a subbundle of V. For were W a subbundle of V, the combined map 
would be zero by degree considerations. Thus, we would have to have 
O(3)@ O(3)@ O(l)* 0(9@ O(4)@ O(2) 
as subbundle - a manifest impossibility. 
2. Subbundles with prescribed 
We again start with an elementary result, this time giving a necessary and 
sufficient condition in order that W be a subbundle of V. 
ro~osition 3. Let V = II:=, a(&) and W = (bi) be given vector bundles on 
I. Then a necessary and suficient condition t be ~2 subbundle of V is that for 
the least integer s such that b, # as, we have bt s ai+l for i = s, . . ., r. 
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Proof (Sufficiency). We can use the identity map for 0’(b,)@ l . s$ O(bsL1) as 
subbundle of (!?(a,)@ . . . $ t?7(a,-,). Consequently, by factoring these out, we may 
assume s = I. We shall show how to map W into V’ = IILZ! a(&); hence, we may 
and do assume that n = I + I. 
Consider an (I + 1) X r matrix, cp, of the form 
0 ET 
F r+l.r d 
in which Fit is a form of d agree ai - bi, and E.41.i is a form 01’ .% -gree ai +I - bi. Such a 
matrix yields a map frorr W to V; in order to show W is a subbundle of V uia p, we 
must prove that the dererminants of the r x t minors of q do not simultaneously 
vanish at any poir,t of P’. Let Ai denote the determinant of the r X r minor of 9 
obtained by deleting tGe’ ith row, 
Now pick all the F’ij shlcown i cp mutualiy relatively prime. Let p E P’ be a given 
closed point . 
a) If Fii (p) = 0, then no other Fk, @)= 0; hence Ai (p) # 0. 
b) If Fi+ 1, i (p) = 0, then just as in a), A,+l (p) # 0. 
C) If none of the Fii or Fi+l,i ‘s are zero at p, then none of the Ai (p) are zero. 
(Necessity). Let t be the least integer 3 s such that b, > a,+]. By Proposition 1, 
b, s a,. Now WC= & O(bi) is a subbundle of V, and I claim that it is actually a 
subbundle of LIftI O(ai). For, if pr denotes the projection map VdIy=,+, 6(ai), 
then b, 2 l 0 l 2 bt > a,+l 2.9 0 2 a, shows that pr( W’) = (0). IIence, W’ = 
% 6(ai). Now, either bl < al, or s > 1 and 6, < a,, ‘f et, t 3 s; hence 
deg W’ := deg fi O(Ui) = ‘i bi + Us + 2 Ui 
i=I i=l i=s+l 
> ‘2 bi + bs + 2 bi = deg W’, 
i=l i=s+i 
a contradiction. Therefore, t does not exist. Q.E.D. 
Remark If cy = El:: ai - cl=, bi, then under the conditions of Proposition 3 (with 
n = r + 1 and s = l), we have the exact sequence 
o-+ ws VhqlY)+O, 
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in which $ is given by the matrix 
(A 1, - AZ,. . ., ( - l)i+’ Ai, l * -7 (- I)“+’ An)* 
For, by elementary linear algebra, I,$ = 0 and the ranks and degrees of all bundles 
are consistent. 
We now come to our main result which gives sufficient conditions that a bundle 
V’ be a subbundle of V with a prescribed quotient V”. 
Theorem 1. Let V = 
on P’. Assume that 
n 
l..Iy= 1 O(tZi) and W = Ll~=, O(CXi) be two rank n vector bundles 
1) 
and 
deg V = C ai = A CY, 
i=l i=l 
= deg W, 
2) HNP( W) 2 HNP( V). 
If K = {k 1 a& S ak }, then there 
o-, u o(ak)+ V-, 
kEK 
is an exact sequence 
Proof. We use induction on n. Observe that by l), the set K is never empty. When 
n = 1, everything is trivial and when n = 2, Proposition 3 (or the remark of Section 
1) applies. If there were an index k such that & = ak, we could delete this factor 
from both V and W and the induction hypothesis would yield the theorem. 
Consequently, We may assume ok # ak for any k. 
Let .I be the largest index not in K. By 2), we find J G n - 1. Let I be the smallest 
index such thct ar., > al. (I may very well be 1.) As LY., > aJ, we have I c J. As 
notation, write K( V, W) for the set K of the hypotheses to indicate its construction 
from V and W. We shall construct a bundle, V’,, of rank n - 1 having the following 
properties: 
a) o+ VI+ v++J)+o is exact, 
b) HNP( W) 3 HNP( V, $ f?@!J)) ( we always arrange the summands of a bundle 
by dec -0 ring degree in computing its HNP), 
c) 1 ‘(a!J) means uk#Jo(ak), then 
K(VI, wio(aJ)) = K(V, w)- 
By a) and Proposition 2, we find HNP( V, @ o(aJ)) 2 HNP( V) (actually, we shall 
prove the latter and deduce a) from Proposition 3), and combined with b) this easily 
entails HNP( W/B’(aJ)) 2 HNP( V,). By c), we may apply the induction hypothesis 
to V, and W/~(CUJ) to obtain the exact sequence 
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Now d) and a) yield the exact sequence 
e) O-, 11: Cr(a,)A V-+cokerh -,O. 
To compute coker A, observe that 
( ) * o-, u 6(ark)-, coker A --) Q(LyJ)-) 0 
kfCK 
k#J 
is exact. However, ( * ) splits because k fZ K implies k G J, so that c& a aJ ; and so 
H’(P’, Horn (o&aJ), u o(ak)) = (0). 
keEK 
kfJ 
It follows that e) is the required exact sequence. 
It remains to prove r;?e existence of V, with properties a), b), and c). We set 
and show how to choose the pi. Condition HNP( VI @ d(q)) 2 HNP( V) translates 
into 
A) i P& ai+J+S, I~p6n -1, where 6=a,-cuJ<o. 
i=l i-i 
In order that V, and V satisfy Proposition 3, we need 
B) pi 6 ai+‘, I s i s it - 1, and 
C) p1 zq?,+*z=*-*3p”_‘. 
If ‘yp denotes the sum Xyl: (ai - ai) (SO that 7 p 2 0), then the condition HNP( W) a 
HNP( VI @ 6$xJ)) becomes 
Lastly, property c) translates into 
E) If & C ak, then a!k S corresponding /3. 
(Remarks: We need equality in A) for p = n - - 1 which implies equality in D) for 
p = n - 1, and conversely; and we observe that the right side of D) less the right 
side of A) is yp+2 3 0, so A) and D) are not contradictory.) 
Xf IGgSJ, then q>aq, i.e., @ _. For, (Yqak!J>a,a& If l~p%J-l (a 
perhaps vacuous condition), we set pp = ap+]. Then B) and C) are trivial, E) is 
vacuous, and A) is easily verified. To prove D), we argue recursively. When p = I, 
we must prove y1+2 +8 2 0. However, 
yI+2 + 6 22 cb - aJ + CU~+~ - ai+l. 
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But JP=ISJ--~; so, arl--+O, CYI+I - ar+l > 0. The rest of D) follows easiiy 
when we use that p s J - 1 + q+l> q,+l. 
If p a./, then a,,+l < ap+l; so E) becomes CY,,+~ s &, if p 2 J. Now, from yn+l - 0, 
WC deduce that 
We pick the minimum q, call it Q, such that q s J + 1, and a, > yq + S + CY,. With 
these notations, here is how we choose the remaining pi: 
If Q > J + 1, take &, . . ., &+ = t~_,+~, . . ., Q~.-~ respectively, take /3o-l = 
yo+S+crO,andtake&=q,+lforpM?.IfC!= .l+ 1, then the first choices above 
are vacuous, and we set 6, = 1yJ+l+ S + CYJ+~, & = q+l, if p 2 J + 1. 
If I= J,..., Q - 2, then (Y~+~ < QI.+~ = & s uf+t; so B) and E) hold and C) is trivial. 
A) is also trivial in this range. As for D), 
Ui+l + ap+l= 






i- U- ,+1+ yp+l + s + ap+1= ly1+1+ 6 + c cyi* -= i=l j=I+l 
We have &-1 = ‘y. + 6 + cyQ < u. by choice of Q even if Q = J + 1. Moreover, 
po-1< UQ S &j-1= po-2; so, B) and C) continue to hold up to Q - 1. I claim 
70 + 6 a 0; if so, E) will hold up to p = Q - 1. There are two cases. If Q - J + 1, 
then 
If Q > J + 1, then by choice of Q, uo+ s ?a_1 + S + cyQ+ Therefore, 
1)s yQ_l+ 8 + CyQ-l- uQ_l= ‘YQ + 6. 
One nc .v checks that B) and E) hold for all indices, and this is also true for C) 
because in the one doubtful case, 
If p 3 Q - 1, we have 
P 
pi = Qg pi + yQ + 8 + aQ + 
i= I 
= y1+1+ s + Cyi. 
i=Z+l 
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1 
Thus equality holds in D) if p g Q - 1; and so A) follows trivially if p 2 Q - I. 
Properties A), B), C) and Proposition 3 show that a) holds, and we are 
done. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. 1) The conditions of Theorem 1 are not necessary, To pc?e this, we 
reconsider the example of Section 1. In the notation of Theorem 1, we have 
V = er(S)~~cT(4)e,6(2)~bg,6(- l), 
w = O(7)@ O(3)@ O(3)@ O(l)&1 O( - 4), 
K( v, W) = (2,s). 
However, the bundle 6 (3)g, O(1) @ O( - 4), corresponding tothe indices {2,4,5) is a 
subbundle of V by ProVlosition 3. Moreover, we can make it a subbundle in such a 
way that the quotient 3undle is 6(?)@0(3) as would be predicted were this an 
example of Theorem 1. For, the bundle O(3)@ O(l) must factor through 
O(5)@ O(4)@ O(2) by reasons of degree, and the quotient must be O(7). Then, 
S( - 4) is a subbundlc of O@ 6( - I) with quotient O(3). 
2) l% Gerstenhaber (oral communication) has pointed out that the partial 
ordering of polygons used in Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 occurs elsewhere in 
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